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Aventis is a Gen. Maint. Cont. Company. That was established to provide the 
services & needs in construction field.

Our design team  manages every detail, from concept to design to manufacturing 
& ensure the highest standards of quality are met throughout. Clients are 
assisted by specialist technicians & engineers in each skill such as electrical 
control system, sanitation system, construction, etc. who will provide updates & 
closely  follow   any  specific  requirements  of  the   clients  including   different
standards & specification for each country.The mission we have to be one of the 
superior companies in the same field in the region. 

We are mainly specialized in the field of;
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PREFAB CABINS
Aventis is the manufactures of high quality Prefab units. We offer a complete 
package from initial design through to fabrication, site preparation and 
construction, We pride ourselves on the quality of our products like:

Luxury Villas | Labour Units | Mosques | Classrooms & Support Buildings
Containers Convertes Cabins | Guard Houses & Telecom Shelters
Ablution Units & Mobile Units | Hotels & Recreation Centers
Portable Cabins & Warehouses | Fire Rated Units
Open Plan Offices | Oilfield Modules
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Car parking
Aventis Car Park Shades are highly functional and are the best alternative to block the sun damaging UV 
rays. Very attractive and affordable alternative to the conventional garage, and can be free standing 
Cantilever type or can be connected to any existing structure. Aventis Car Park Shades are known for their 
superior quality and have gained appreciation for high strength and durability leading to repeat 
customer orders.
Specification
Aventis Car Park Shades are available in multiple colours with cover factor upto 97.6% and UVR Block 
upto 98.8% and are suitable for Swimming Pools, Play Area, Walk Ways, Gardens, Residence, Offices, 
Storage area etc.  Cantilever & Four Pole  Structures of  High Density P olyethylene (HDPE), PVC coated
polyester and PTFE coated glass fabrics.  UV Stabilized Fabric can be customized as per Chosen designs.
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Highly Functional
Extensive Shades available
High Quality Fabrication Works
Wide Variety of styles to suit your requirements.
Car Park shades are the best alternative to block the
sun’s damaging UV ray’s
Car Park Shades are very attractive and affordable alternative
to the conventional Garage.
Car Park Shades can either be free standing cantilever type or
can be connected to any existing structure at site.

Features of Car Park Shades ;



Warehouses
Aventis carried out several projects within the local and 
overseas.We are providing complete earth works, civil and 
foundation work, fencing, MEP connections, furniture, kitchen 
equipments and air conditioning for warehouses.

With over experienced, dedicated team work and production facility, we 
have successfully delivered our products to different countries including 
KSA,UAE, Qatar, Oman and Africa.
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GRP & GRC Products
GRP and GRC today are making a significant contribution to the technology and 
aesthetics of the construction industry world wide. These Environment friendly com-
posites, with its low consumption of energy are being used to manufacture great 
varieties of products. It has won firm friends among Architects, Designers, Engineers, 
and end users for its flexible abilities to meet performance, appearance, and cost 
parameters.

We manufacture a comprehensive range of GRP water tanks, bath tubs, Jacuzzi and 

shower trays which come in standard sizes - of rectangular and corner shapes and in 
a wide range of shades. We also customize our manufacturing process to suit your 
order.
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Cabtech W.L.L. Trading & Cont. Co
Street No:15, Gate No: 111, Industrial Area
PO.Box: 91477, Doha, Qatar. CR No: 46880
Tel: +974 4491 9439 / 4491 9440,
Fax: +974 4491 9438, Mob: +974 33964383
e-mail: cabtechwll@gmail.com

Qatar 

Aventis Gen. Maint. Cont.
P.O.Box: 18313, Ajman - U.A.E.
Tel: +971 6 748 9492
Fax: +971 6 7492 642
Mob: +971 55 8877 930
email: aventisgmc@gmail.com

U.A.E.
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